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Details of Visit:

Author: 30minutefuck
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 4 Nov 2016 12:45
Duration of Visit: 0.5 Hours
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

Chelsea house at the hub. Seen many women here. All foreign. Usual rooms. Not great but not
terrible

The Lady:

Young. Not just in body but in the way she acted. Nice pert tits. Pretty face though no real attempt
to look Sexy.
Short about 5 2 and slim.

The Story:

Having read the reviews on aw for her and seeing they were from seemingly legitimate punters I
was quite excited to go fuck this young lady. A fucking marvelous time was promised...
Well a generic uninterested don't touch this don't touch that not to fast crap fuck is what I got.
Starters no kissing... Then ordered onto the bed and told to undress (this always puts my Cock to
sleep. I like to feel like I'm engaging with someone not just another cash cow in the spunk and leave
que)... The second Cock limper was the owo or ow question... Owo of course... 20 quid extra I'm
told. So to further crappen the mood I had to fish 20 quid out of my jeans.
So about 2 minutes of joyless unenthusiastic owo ensued before I grew bored and asked for a 69...
I love licking pussy... Well no to that too I'm told, something wrong with her pussy that needed
cream. I didn't bother pursuing what was wrong as her English was shit. Anyway so no choice but
on with the condom. She mounted on top... Great tits I must say and a tight pussy. But completely
unskilled and she spent the whole time holding the condom in place (going well isn't it?)
So I fucked her in numerous positions with her reminding me not to be to hard but never feeling like
I could or was fucking her. Kind of like always being kept at a distance.
She moaned I'd changed positions too many times so I fucked her missionary till I came... It really is
only the tight pussy and nice tits that got me through this... I'd paid 70 quid so I was gonna come... I
was in out and dressed in 20 minutes.

I have actually had worse punts but I'm writing this negative review as I feel the positive reviews on
her profile are incredibly misleading. I don't know how she got all the rapturous praise as she was
way below par and gave as little as possible
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I should add I'm white. Young attractive with a good normal Cock and I don't smell or want anything
weird. So there was no reason for her to act up with me and give a good service to others.

I actually Walked out of the room shaking my head at her and myself for having wasted my time on
such a souless shag 
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